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Abstract
New drugs are mostly obtained from Natural sources. The traditional and ethic medicines have
provided evidence on the therapeutic properties and resulted in some distinguished drug discovery
of natural products. The microorganisms and the endogenous active materials from human or
animal have also become a significant approach to the discovery of a drug. Bioinformatics and
artificial intelligence have facilitated the study and development of products. For discovery of
natural products different software have been used. Different computational software needed in
the future for the predicting features in new drug development, for instance pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamics, in drug development lead positive impact. This review focus on natural product
drug discovery and uses innovative strategies and techniques as a part of discovery of drugs from
natural products.
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Introduction
Natural products have been used as a source of medicine in all cultures since times immemorial (C. K. Ong,
2005). In many parts of the world including the Asia (Duraipandiyan, 2006) South America (Bolzani, 2012) and
Africa (Khalid, 2012), numerous diseases have been treated using the natural flora and some of the plant species
are still used in many human communities for improving the overall health of the society. Traditional medicines
are thought to be effective and having little adverse effects therefore they are accepted in most of the world
avoiding cultural differences(Verma, 2008). Around 35000 species of plants are key drugs in numerous
cultures because of their therapeutic effects (Lewington, 1993) and extracts of the plants constitute the 80%
needs of the medicines providing primary healthcare (Sandhya, 2006). Eventually, researchers are focus on
combinatorial effects of chemicals not just single compounds. By using -omics techniques these combinations
will investigated, and effects will be observed in genes and cellular mechanism. Drug discovery from natural
products computational analysis has allowed
testing of plant extracts. Development of new
analytical and bio-informatics techniques, will lead
new structures , designs of compounds and
biological testing of these products (Medema &
Fischbach, 2015). Later in this review we will
discuss major techniques and innovations
presently working in these places. For
development of plant based natural products –
omics strategies are used and allow testing of big
data of compounds obtain from natural sources.
Figure 1: Some examples of natural products that are used for treatment of diseases. (A) From Papaver somniferum
plant morphine is obtained (B) From Taxus brevifolia plant paclitaxel is isolated.
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History of Natural Products
Numerous diseases are treated, prevented, cured by the use of the botanical medicines in the past using the
plant seeds, leaves, berries, bark, and roots. (Philipeon, 2001)(Kong, 2003). Global attention is required to the
leading root cause of death now a days i.e. Infectious disease (Westh, 2004). Many antibiotics used today have
decreased therapeutic efficacy because of the development of the drug resistance (Bandow, 2003). In the
history of the mankind botanical medicines have been used a lot to treat various infectious diseases. Pure or
standardized extracts of the natural products of the plants makes it possible to provide a diversity of new drugs
because of the chemical diversity of their structures. Antimicrobial compounds must be discovered that have
variety of chemical groups and novel mechanism of action (Rojas, 2003 ).
Table 1. Medicinal Plants which Laid the Foundation of Drug Discovery(Gurib-Fakim, 2005).
Drug
Plant
Activity
Morphine
Papaver Somniferum
Powerful pain reliever & narcotic
Quinine
Cinchona sp.
Anti-malarial
Taxol
Taxus Brevifollis
Anti-cancerous
Vincristine
Catharanthus Rosesus
Anti-cancerous
Serpentine
Rauwolfia Serpentina
Hypertension
New Approaches for the Discovery of Natural Products

With approaches to the isolation and purification of natural products several techniques (e .g
chromatography)(Wu, 2008), and for the structural identification analytical (Singh, 2006).With high
throughput screening now mixtures of natural products can be compatible with this technique. Pure compound
that is bioactive can be separated from the fermentation broth in less than 14 days and then further 90% of
the compounds can be identified in around 14 days (Singh, 2006). Less than 1 mg of the compound can be
used to do NMR Spectroscopy to understand its structure (Quinn, 2008). Chemical libraries can be prepared
for a diverse variety of compounds and then using their physicochemical properties they can be checked for
drug likeliness and then can be tested for various targets using in silico studies e.g. High throughput screening
& many more techniques to screen the activity among the numerous libraries.

Figure 2: Innovative techniques for drug discovery from natural products. Advantages of these strategies
show the way to novel drug applicants obtained from plants.

Discovery of Drugs from Natural Products through Automating Process
Automation is commonly concerned with negative thoughts, a number of peoples associating automation with
lack of employment and unavailable outcomes. In the drug automation process however, it has been worked
speed up in achievements. Several pharmaceutical companies already have high through put trials in the
discovery of products(Chapman, 2003).Soft wares are used to obtain synthetic designs of compounds (e.g
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software ADME and EVE are used to hit and find the targets).New software are useful to decrease problematic
false positive in addition to make less product absorption during compound testing, and biological synthesis.
E g many pharmaceutical companies use software to design, synthesis and screening of compounds and
microfluids system to maintain liquids and balance heat for purification of compound(MacConnell, 2017). In
development of new compound technology i.e. artificial intelligence are major source.These technologies
reduce the human mistakes made during drug design and optimization, for testing of candidate compound
reduced time to days and permit the recapitulation of disease biology more correctly than in vitro (Eglen,
2015).Several times techniques and innovations never gives expected results. For drug discovery automation
and innovation should be workable for long term and speedy(Özdemir V. &.-s.-6., 2017).Automation will give
ideas to scientists about selection of drug design of compound and their ADMET properties. For more effective
results automated generators are used for drug discovery of compound. To observe drug target molecule
ADMET properties of novel drugs must be observed by using different software. Several models can be used
to observe binding affinity of compound in the course of drug discovery. By using computer assisted de novo
design many compounds having imidazopyridine scaffold discover ligands for G-protein couple receptors
antagonist(Reutlinger, 2014). Virtual library can be used for design compound and building block selection.
Scientist are using computational activities and microfluidics assisted synthesis gives identification of ligands
and binding profiles(Benzaquen, 2015). In compound synthesis automation availability of building blocks and
chemical reaction play important role to gives by products. For product synthesis 3D printing permit buildings
for microfluidics devices.3D printing is useful in microfluidics system for those who have limited functions.one
of latest invention is automated robotic synthesis controlled remotely and gives convenient results. Compound
based on microfluidics gives batch wise synthesis(Stalder R. &.-1., 2013).Chemo transformation of compound
replaced by invitro identification in future. (e.g. cytochrome P450 -catalytic oxidation of drugs now it can be
simulated). In drug discovery automation microfluidics-based compounds compelled with in-process analysis.
In order to prevent humans from harmful effects of reagents, microfluidics-based compounds are used(Chin,
2009). Few cancer models are under process to epitomize human tumors. Many consolidated test platforms
and microfluidics-assisted synthesis are present, combine compound and selection of reagents and accept
availability of material during testing of compound and synthesis. For automated compound synthesis different
networks and tools are established that are helpful with innovative base for compound synthesis. Drug design
from artificial intelligence must have suitable drug discovery process. Machine can also design compound
based on hypothesis using different criteria (biological process and side effects.

Computer -Aided Drug Design from Natural Products
Several global health issue can overcome from synthetic compounds obtain from natural products. Whereas,
some newly discovered synthetic compounds are rejected that are not compatible with drug design(Congreve,
2003). By using computer-aided design many agents like anticancer drugs were discovered from synthetic
compounds(Elumalai, 2015).To generate virtual fragments of molecules through complex natural products by
using software such as The scaffold Hunter(Boehm, 2011).By using computational software visual molecular
activity of compound must be same as parent compound. Those molecules that are obtain from natural products
having weaker activities as compared to mother compound. Many marine alkaloids have anticancer properties
which are visualized by PASS software.(Lagunin, 2000).Indeed several individual compounds from St John’s
wort were also predicted rightly to have cytochrome P450 modulating effects (Rodrigues T. R., 2016).For
study of new compound and natural products to find target of new compound-protein coupled receptor ligand
achieved by SPIDER software. To describe therapeutic values and positive activities, computer-based tools are
engaged with natural product drug discovery. Computer based drug design provides optimization of lead
compound with increase pharmacokinetics properties in a positive aspect.

Figure 3: Utilizing potential of natural product in drug discovery from cheminformatics point of
view(Rodrigues T. , 2017).
New approaches have been developed about toxicity of lead compound during drug discovery, such as in silico
method if combination with in vivo and invitro testing can reduce time consumption of drug discovery and give
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efficient results. One drug one target is basic strategy of drug discovery (Baselga, 2012), so drug design is
based on combinatorial perspective to obtain cure. Ordinary target therapies (kinase inhibitor) combined with
anti-cancer agents (Swain, 2013).

Precision Medicine and Natural Products
Few years ago, discovery of genomics informing drugs were not clinically relevant. This is because of complex
nature of diseases. For the speedy identification and interpretation advance technology and analytical devices
are used in genomics. For better cure precision medicine target specific feature. For the transformation of
genetics, the oncologists and cancer scientists show a lot of animations. New approaches are increasing
analysis of genomes in individuals and patients. It is necessary to link clinical presentation and patient’s
genome. Now-a-days investigation of drug target and specific protein are operating on its peak. It is observed
in gene to screen approach that the cells of phenotype relay on genes(Debouck, 2009).Genomes wide
associated studies (GWAS) compared genomes of healthy individual with unhealthy individuals, also shows
mechanism that cause genetic diseases.

Figure 4: Different therapies are used to affect cancer cells. Through gene expression profiling and
proteomics biomarkers of these cells can be identified.

Drug Discovery from Natural Sources using OMICS Technologies
Genomics Methods in Natural Products Identification

For a successful drug discovery from natural products it is very important to properly identify the species from
which the natural products will be obtained. The therapeutic value will be affected in case of using wrong or
different species and this is because of the various components and quantities in that particular specie.
Genomic technologies are very essential in developing a precise identification method for natural products .An
example of genomic methods is DNA barcoding techniques which depend on the standard DNA regions for the
identification of the species (Ganie S.H. U. P., 2015).DNA barcoding methods will give a much higher quality
identification compared to other traditional methods. DNA barcoding method was used before in the
identification of plant based natural products such as Amaranthus hybridus L. Andalso, has been used in
Japanese pharmacopeia through ITS2 or PsbA-trnH sequence amplification (Chen X., 2017). The use of biofarming will provide consistency after identifying the desired natural species using DNA barcoding technique
(Pulice G., 2016). Bio-markers that are formed by using genomic methods can also be combined with DNA
chips to spread a good and effective tool up for authentication of the natural products species (Gantait S.,
2014). Another very innovative method is called Gene expression through microarray, which allows a quick
and precise analysis of a number of transcripts (Lv C., 2017), (Lee K.-H., 2014).
Genomics are not used just for natural products identification; in fact, it is also used in the discovery of
drug targets. Proteins modification, variation of the DNA structure and also the transcription factor binding site
can, nowadays, be measured at the genome level (Jones M.J., 2015), (Kelly T.K., 2012), (Zykovich A., 2014).
These genomic technologies together provided the shortening of the time that is required for the drug
discovery process (Fishilevich S., 2017), (Yang T.Y., 2014).
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Validation of Natural Products through Proteomics
The proteomics are used for a precise control and effective validation by explaining the mode of action of
natural compounds. For drug discovery of compound natural species have the ability to clarify the genomic
function and mechanism (Martínez-Esteso M.J., 2015). Like the case in genomics, the proteomic technologies
are also used in identifying a number of target proteins for individual specie (Chang J., 2016), (Schirle M., 2012).
The identification of target proteins is very important for the drug discovery using natural products. For this
purpose, different techniques can be used such as affinity chromatography, mass spectrometry, etc. The
chromatographic method is considered as an effective and successful technique for identifying target proteins.
The advantage of these technologies is to identify target proteins without changing the natural species, which
will allow us to have the natural species with high activity value (Guan D., 2014), (Novick D., 2012), (Pfaunmiller
E.L., 2013). Mass spectrometry is also used in the clarification and identification of a bound protein. The
changes in the natural species after the analysis can lead to a reduction in their therapeutic activity. For this
purpose, developing new innovative technologies that do not cause any modification is critical for a successful
identification of the target (Rix U., 2009), (Lee H., 2016).

Metabolomics and Metabonomics
The Metabolomic side of natural species requires identification of the metabolites’ characteristics. On the other
hand, the Metabonomics focus on the estimation of the international and effective pathways of the
organization to the biological trigger (Nicholson J.K., 2008),(Ousterout D.G., 2012), (L., 1973). In the past, the
scientists used to focus on the Metabolomics in the drug discovery to clarify and identify Metabolites, but
nowadays, they are also working on the term ‘Metabonomics’ to study the functions of the biological systems
and also their therapeutic effects. This will combine both biological effects and the pharmacological effects on
the systems (figure 5).
Metabolomic technologies including UPLC-MS can give an identification of the components in the natural
species that brings about the therapeutic effects on herb e.g. Cassia abbrevlata (Yan T., 2015), Metabolomics
as well as Metabonomics techniques including NMR, MS and UPLC will provide information about the
pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics as well as the toxicity of the natural species which will further ensure
an effective drug discovery process from nature products.

Figure 5: Plant-based natural products in the developing of new medicines using plant extract
Conclusion
The low-down success rate in the discovery of natural products needs new strategies and techniques. The
new drug development obtains from elucidating stimulation from up to date species to be used for treatment
of different diseases. The importance of natural species in the treatment of different diseases cannot be so
confirmed. The technology is improving day by day and has already helped in the understanding of the drug
discovery process, using complex natural products. Today, there are an impressive number of drugs available
in the markets that have been produced from natural sources. This makes the natural product drug discovery
as an important part of the drug discovery process. One of the major factors in natural product discovery is
that can affect the global health and help in solving the global health challenges.
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